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Abstract— Contactor is required in industrial applications, 

particularly for switching large lighting loads and motors. A 

contactor is an electrically controlled switch used for 

switching an electrical power circuit through the magnetizing 

and demagnetizing process. A contactor is controlling by a 

circuit which has a much lower power level than the switched 

circuit. Without requiring contact protection the occurrence 

of electric current arcing causes significant degradation of the 

contacts, which suffer significant damage. An electrical arc 

occurs between the two contact points when they transition 

from a closed to an open or from an open to a closed. The 

break arc is typically more energetic and thus more 

destructive. We solve this or some other problem which is 

coming in conventional contactor by replacing it with an 

electronic circuit which is made by power devices.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The contactor is using for supply high current. And due to on 

and off the process of contactor, there is arc produce at 

contacts. Because of when in any switch or in any high 

conductor current flowing through it and at that time if we are 

suddenly brake or off it, there is produce an arc. This process 

also occurs due at the on or make process time. Due to arc, 

contacts are damaged. Because due to arc, there is the 

extremely high temperature of the arc (tens of thousands of 

degrees Celsius) is produced, and so the metal which is using 

in made contact is chemically reacted with various gasses. 

This arc cracks the air and surrounding gas molecule and 

creating ozone, carbon monoxide, and other compounds.  The 

break arc is typically more energetic and thus more 

destructive. We solve this or some other problem which is 

coming in conventional contactor by replacing it with an 

electronic circuit which is made by power devices.  

Our aim is to eliminate, arc and problem induced due 

to arc in contacts of contactor like damaging of contacts, and 

for this problem, we require changing contactor often time. 

And there are many other problems like the protection in 

conventional contactor is less and it is hard to operate. So we 

are replacing this conventional contactor by an electronic 

circuit with use of power device and Arduino.  

Block Diagram:- The Main components of the project are: 

 Arduino UNO 

 Bluetooth Module -HC-05 

 12V Transformer 

 Zero crossing detector 

 Power Supply  

 ANDRIOD Mobile/Bluetooth Applications     

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram 

A. Arduino UNO:  

Arduino is an open-source electronics prototyping platform 

based on flexible, easy-to use hardware and software. It's 

intended for artists, designers, hobbyists, and anyone 

interested in creating interactive objects or environments. 

Arduino can sense the environment by receiving input from a 

variety of sensors and can affect its surroundings by 

controlling lights, motors, and other actuators. The 

microcontroller on the board is programmed using the 

Arduino programming language (based on Wiring) and the 

Arduino development environment (based on Processing). 

Arduino projects can be stand-alone, or they can 

communicate with software on running on a computer (e.g. 

Flash, Processing, and MaxMSP). 

B. Bluetooth Module -HC-05:   

HC‐05 module is an easy to use Bluetooth SPP (Serial Port 

Protocol) module, designed for transparent wireless serial 

connection setup. The HC-05 Bluetooth Module can be used 

in a Master or Slave configuration, making it a great solution 

for wireless communication. This serial port Bluetooth 

module is fully qualified Bluetooth V2.0+EDR (Enhanced 

Data Rate) 3Mbps Modulation with complete 2.4GHz radio 

transceiver and baseband. It uses CSR Blue core 04‐External 

single chip Bluetooth system with CMOS technology and 

with AFH (Adaptive Frequency Hopping Feature 

C. Zero Crossing detectors:  

Zero crossing detector is a voltage comparator that changes 

the o/p between +Vsat & –Vsat when the i/p crosses zero 

reference voltage. In simple words, the comparator is a basic 

operational amplifier used to compare two voltages 

simultaneously and changes the o/p according to the 

comparison. In the same way we can say ZCD is a 

comparator. 
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D. For The Bluetooth Networks Tack, Which ANDRIOD 

Mobile / Bluetooth Applications:  

Androids an open-source operating system which means that 

any manufacturer  can use it in their phones free of charge. It 

was built to be truly open. Android is built on the open Linux 

Kernel. Furthermore, it utilizes a custom JAVA virtual 

machine that was designed to optimize memory and hardware 

resources in a mobile environment an android app is meant 

for phones with android based operating systems. They can 

be downloaded from the android app Market which is pre-

loaded on every android phone. Blue control APP and 

Bluetooth SppAPP are some examples. The Android platform 

includes support allows advice to wirelessly exchange data 

with other Bluetooth devices. 

E. Opto Coupler (MOC3011):  

The MOC3010 Series consists of gallium arsenide infrared 

emitting diodes, optically coupled to silicon bilateral switch 

and are designed for applications requiring isolated triac 

triggering, low–current isolated ac switching, high electrical 

isolation (to 7500 Vac peak), high detector standoff voltage, 

small size, and low. 

II. WORK TO BE PROPOSED  

 
Fig. 2: Circuit Diagram 

 One way of doing it is through phase control with a Triac: 

the Triac then is fully opened, but only during a part of 

the sinus AC wave. This is called leading edge cutting. 

One could let an Arduino just open the Triac for a 

number of microseconds, but that has the problem that it 

is unpredictable during what part of the sinus wave the 

triac opens and therefore the dimming level is 

unpredictable. One needs a reference point in the sinus 

wave. 

For that a zero crossing detector is necessary. This 

is a circuit that tells the Arduino (or another micro controller) 

when the sinus-wave goes through zero and therefore gives a 

defined point on that sinus wave. Opening the Triac after a 

number of microseconds delay starting from the zero crossing 

therefore gives a predictable level of dimming. First of all, 

connect the Arduino Uno to the computer or laptop with the 

help of Usb cable. After then set the com port in your PC for 

Arduino Uno and upload the sketch or program. .I used the 

opto-couplers MOC3011 and the bridge rectifier PC817.I 

used a triac BTA12. That can deliver 12 amperes. Keep in 

mind though that the copper tracks of the PCB will not be 

able to withstand 24 Amperes. For any serious load, solder a 

piece of copper installation wire on the tracks leading from 

the TRIAC to the connectors and on the track between the 

two connectors. The gate current is below 15mA. If you are 

using a less sensitive triac to control the inductive load, 

reduce the resistor from 2.4kΩ to 1.2kΩ, providing more 

current to drive the triac and increase the capacitor to 0.01µF. 

This ‘snubber circuit’ is there to protect the triac from the 

high voltage generated from an inductive load. The feedback 

may cause some problem for non-inductive load. The small 

leakage can be significant enough to turn on small load (for 

example a lamp). Though I described the zero crossing 

already, I will spend some more words on it. With the 'bridge 

and opto-coupler' circuit that I used in this project, the 

principle is very clear: A mains AC voltage passes through 2 

resistors of 33k and is rectified by the diode bridge. This 

rectification results in a pulsating DC voltage that keeps the 

optocoupler open, keeping the zero crossing signal LOW till 

the voltage drops to 'zero' at what point the optocoupler will 

not be in conduction anymore and the zero crossing signal is 

pulled high, until the voltage rises again enough to send the 

optocoupler into conduction again, resulting in the zero 

crossing pin going LOW. 

III. RESULT /ANALYSIS 

SWITCH PRESS TIMES VOLTAGE CHANGES 

1 26V 

4 58V 

7 103V 

10 147V 

13 147V 

16 224V 

19 252V 

A. Advantages: 

1) Low power consumption.  

2) No moving contacts.  

3) Compactness.  

4) Superior characteristics and accuracy.  

5) Programmable operation.  

6) Simplified testing and servicing.  

7) Spark eliminated.  

8) Long lifetime and reliable.  

9) Easy to operate and safe. 

10) Remote operation is achieved by any smart-phone /tablet 

etc. With android. 

B. Applications: 

1) Provide high current to electromagnet chuck for 

magnetizing and demagnetize.  

2) It uses at the sea port in Crain.  

3) It also uses at a construction site in heavyweight 

electrical equipment.  
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4) In the mall, it uses in automatic up and down the 

staircase.  

5) In very building its use in the lift.  

6) It can also use where we use power device like trick 

which use to provide power in both directions. 

7) In home automation application, convinced of remotely 

controlling the speed of fan is achieved. 

8) Many industrial applications require adjustable speed 

and constant speed for improvement of quality product. 

9) Intensity of light can also be controlled with the help of 

android application. 

10) Bell drive application like small conveyors, large 

blowers, pumps as well as many direct drive or geared 

application. 

11) Wood working machinery air compressors, high 

processors, water pumps, vacuum pump and high torque 

application.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

After completing this project, we conclude that this circuit 

can be used instead of conventional contactor which we use 

as a high current switch, and it resolves the problem which 

we fetch in conventional contactors like a spark, heavy, less 

lifetime and also it gives more safety, reliability, etc. And also 

the speed control of single phase induction motor is achieved 

which has been developing the interfacing between software 

and hardware for controlling speed of induction motor using 

android Bluetooth. The demand for remotely operating 

devices increases. The all hardware component are responded 

and take command from software. The project has been 

implemented. 
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